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DOG H2O and CAT H2O PET FOUNTAINS with DENTAL CARE
New Products for Global Pet Expo Booth 5267
RIDGEFIELD CT – February 14, 2020
AA Aquariums expands its offerings in the DOG H2O and CAT H2O product line – the ONLY pet
fountains that have Dental Care for your pets while they drink fresh and filtered water! The
volume has grown for CAT H2O and DOG H2O with over ¼ million products shipped worldwide.
“Our customers appreciate our differences from other fountains, be it our Dental Care feature,
our use of food grade materials, or our aquarium-level UL Listed pump with a 3 year warranty”
said General Manager Stephen Lam. “The pet trade, and especially consumers, have
understood the concept of being able to offer such a simple way of providing a level of dental
care while their pets enjoy fresh and filtered water” he added.
At Global Pet Expo booth 5267 a new DOG and CAT H2O POINT OF PURCHASE display is being
offered as a GPE Show Special allowing any retailer to have both DOG H2O and CAT H2O
fountains, filters, and dental tablets available in an eye-catching display. An easy way for the
consumer to learn about fresh moving water and Dental Care for their four legged best friends.
Looking to expand our product line beyond our branded 6 liter DOG H2O and our 2 liter CAT
H2O product line, AA Aquariums is now offering new units in our Private Label Program –
special models of 2 liter and 4 liter capacity; each have the full DOG and CAT H2O line features
of large UL pumps, Dental Care, and high quality food grade materials.
The LITTER FRESH line adds LITTER FRESH ACTIVE +, an even easier way to keep your furry
friend’s litter box smelling great. Litter Fresh Active + uses premeasured 200 gram bags of
coconut-based activated carbon. Simply add to your existing litter and the natural properties of
activated carbon help absorb odor to naturally make the litter box better for you and your cats!
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